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Abstract
Addis Ababa, the capital of Ethiopia, has been experiencing rapid urbanization as the entire country has
transformed into an emerging market economy featuring a spectacular average ten percent GDP growth rate over
the last ten years. However, this economic growth has not provided a poverty elimination momentum for the city
where over half of its residents still live in slum areas and over thirty percent are unemployed or involved in
informal economic activity. This paper examines the factors behind Addis Ababa’s inhibited urban progress
focusing on urban legacies stemming from the city’s one-hundred-thirty years of independent development as
well as on the present-day economic challenges. The empirical evidence suggests that there is a correlation
between Addis Ababa’s inadequate investment in urban housing and infrastructure and Ethiopia’s low levels of
foreign direct investment. Further analysis indicates that the country’s service-driven growth model of
development may be contributing to overurbanization and poverty production in Addis Ababa.
Keywords: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, overurbanization, service-driven development, slum production, urban
legacies
1. Introduction
1.1 Defining the Problem
Addis Ababa, the tenth largest city in Africa, is the capital of Ethiopia, the country that has never been colonized.
It is a city of immeasurable contrasts in wealth and poverty, splendor and scarcity. It is home to Addis Ababa
University, museums, churches, foreign embassies, and the super-modern building of the African Union
Headquarters. On the other hand, it is an embodiment of the country where an average citizen earns $600 per
year, over fifty percent of urban residents live in slums, and only fifteen percent of the roads are paved. The
abundance of women and children begging in the streets is an eye-catching attribute of the Addis Ababa
cityscape, contrasting to the magnificent churches and embassy campuses. While most of the existing
scholarship on African urbanization and urban processes is concerned with the consequences of colonialism and
post-colonial past-dependent development, Addis Ababa represents an interesting case of non-colonial urbanism.
Therefore, the issue in focus is identifying the roots of factors responsible for the convergence of urban attributes
manifested by both post-colonial and independently-developing African cities. Addis Ababa serves as an
applicable case study for the latter cause.
1.2 Heritage Urbanism in the “Majority World”
Most twentieth century theoretical work on cities has been based on the urban experiences and realities of
metropolitan areas in North America and Europe. Today, the center of twenty-first century urban theory has
moved to the developing world where most urban growth is now occurring (Roy, 2009). Urban development in
various regions of the world has been receiving different facets of scrutiny and emphasis. While Latin American
urban theories have been focused on dependency and South Asian theory on urban redevelopment and inequality,
the scholarship on East Asia has been concerned with economic globalization and cultural cosmopolitanism. For
a while African urban studies have been echoing the Latin American themes on dependency, underdevelopment,
and informalization; however, more recently the focus has moved over to understanding market development
and modernity in African cities, to viewing them not as “failed” cities but as the cities of aspirations and
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expectations (Roy, 2009, 823). While on the surface most urban practices in the developing countries are of
survival and necessity, at the same time the “alternative urbanism” holds the promise of development of a
different, better city (Vasudevan, 2015). Modernity, once viewed as the experiences of Paris, London, Vienna,
Chicago, New York, or Los Angeles, today is seen everywhere. Contrary to the idea that cities in the developing
countries are somewhat “backward” and “underdeveloped”, today there is a sense of the “contemporariness” and
“worldliness” of African cities that can tell something profound about all cities in the world (Roy, 2009).
An essential feature of current urbanization in developing countries is that it appears to be decoupled from the
industrialization process while the proportion of people employed in formal economy continues to decline.
Informality today is the primary form of organization of the twenty-first-century metropolitan space in
developing countries (Roy, 2009, 826). In African cities, informality often becomes a way of operating more
resourcefully in an under-resourced environment. A strong trend towards informalization in Africa results in an
overall growth of informal activity, but especially in the growth of informal settlements. It has also been noted
that there is connectivity between formal and informal settlements as well as between formal and informal
employment (Roy, 2009; Myers, 2011). Furthermore, researchers find a relationship between capital investment
per capita in colonial Africa and slum incidence: the settler colonies of Southern Africa (contemporary Namibia,
South Africa, and Zimbabwe) that received relatively high levels of investment due to economic and political
reasons have lower slum incidence than those countries developing under indirect colonial rules where urban
settlements received lower investment and were managed with ad hoc institutions (Fox, 2014).
One of the major reasons for the rapid uncontrollable growth of urban population, often termed
“overurbanization” or “pseudo-urbanization”, lies in the rising inequality between rural and urban areas that
continues to attract rural population into cities (Yeh, Yang, & Wang, 2015). Because contemporary cities in
developing countries often grow in spite of poor microeconomic performance and without significant foreign
direct investment and proper governmental regulations, urban authorities are unable to provide adequate basic
infrastructure or essential services (Cohen, 2006). Consequentially, since the 1970s, the slum growth has
outpaced urbanization (Seabrook, 2007). Contrary to a common belief that slum incidence is a transitional
phenomenon as a product of slow market expansion and insufficient accommodation of labor migrants, the latest
studies indicate that the persistence of slums is more likely to be attributed to land and housing market failures
arising from economic and institutional weaknesses (Fox, 2014). From that standpoint, a country’s colonial past
plays a less important role in the production of modern urbanism than today’s legal land ownership and
institutional strength factors.
Three major factors usually account for city growth in a developing country: rural-urban migration, natural
population increase, and changes in urban allocations, in that order of importance. Lack of investment,
manufacturing job deficit, marginalization of migrants, and poor city planning, accompanying the
“overurbanization” process, create the perfect-storm conditions for the expansion of urban slums. Contrary to the
common impression of slums as exclusively informal settlements, any urban area that is characterized by some
combination of tenuous dwelling structures, lack of access to adequate water and sanitation facilities,
overcrowding, and insecure tenure, formal or informal, is considered a slum area (UN-Habitat, 2010; Fox, 2014).
In African cities, specifically, colonial-time marginalization of local population, colonial planning, or
post-colonial attempts to literally move capital cities to subvert the colonial legacies are considered to be the
major sources of informality and slum production (Myers, 2011, 46, 69).
According to the UN-Habitat (2010), over 800 million people in Africa, Asia, and Latin America lived in slums
by the end of the twenty-first century’s first decade. Sub-Saharan Africa has the highest slum incidence, with
61.7 percent of urban residents living in the sub-standard housing conditions. The 2010 UN-Habitat study
showed that all over the world the number of slum dwellers had been decreasing, with the projected 227 million
people moving out of slum areas between the years 2000 and 2010 thus almost doubling the slum target of
Millennium Development Goal Number Seven (UN-Habitat, 2010). The bad news for Sub-Saharan Africa,
however, was that the total proportion of people living in slums in this region had decreased by only five percent.
The most recent research indicates that the numbers of the world’s poor, including slum inhabitants, have been
largely underestimated. According to the latest estimates, Sub-Saharan African cities have twenty to forty million
slum dwellers that have not been counted in the latest government censuses (Carr-Hill, 2013). The systemic
underestimation of the urban destitute and underprivileged resident numbers results in inefficient urban policies
and over-inflated progress toward the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals (World Development
Indicators, 2014). The latter claim may explain vast discrepancies in the reported proportion of Ethiopia’s urban
population residing in the slum areas. The report numbers, depending on the methods of estimation and the
guidelines accepted for the delineation of slums, range from sixty percent to eighty percent, with even a larger
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range, from
m eighty-two percent to fiffty-five percennt, in Addis A
Ababa alone ((UN-Habitat, 22008; UN-Habitat,
2010).
2. Method
d
This papeer explores the historical an
and contemporrary roots of the Addis Abbaba urbanism
m focusing on
n the
challengess that plague Addis
A
Ababa annd the possiblee solutions to tthe ailments. It is specificaally concerned with
the relationships betweeen the inherited urban attribuutes, today’s eeconomic routtes, and the ouutcomes that define
d
lives of miillions of urbann residents in A
Addis Ababa. In this paper, I first describee the visible siggns of inequaliity in
the city thhat reveal both the spread off poverty and tthe accumulatiion of wealth. Second, I exaamine the histo
orical
roots of sluum productionn in Addis Abaaba in their divvergence from
m the slum origgins in many oother African cities.
c
Then, I moove on to discuussing the conntemporary ecoonomic realitiees in Ethiopia suggesting theeir association with
the continuued productionn of poverty iin the city. Thhe convergencee of urban traiits found in A
Addis Ababa an
nd in
many otheer African citties, namely, overurbanizattion, slum prooduction, andd the spread oof informaliza
ation,
suggests thhat factors othher than coloniial past, may aaffect the cities’ contemporaary developmennt. In conclusiion, I
summarizee the lessons from
f
the analyysis of Addis Ababa urbanissm to provide suggestions ffor the city’s urban
u
managemeent and growthh. The qualitattive research w
was conductedd during a threee-week periodd of the participant
observatioon in the field.. The data useed in this studdy is mainly eempirical and iis accompanieed by the auth
hentic
photographhic evidence. The conclusioons are drawn on the basis oof a combinatiion of availablle statistics and the
author’s ow
wn observationns and reflections.
3. Results
3.1 Addis A
Ababa Cityscaape: Wealth Inttermingled witth Poverty
Addis Abaaba, the capital of Ethiopia, is the tenth larrgest city on thhe African conntinent, with 3..4 million resid
dents
in the cityy proper and 4.6
4 million in the metro areea (Ethiopia P
Population, 20115). It is Ethioopia’s primate
e city
hosting thiirty percent off the country’s urban populattion. Addis Abbaba has been tthe ninth fasteest growing Affrican
city, with a 4.1 percentt growth rate bbetween 19900 and 2006 (U
UN-Habitat, 20010). Its popuulation has, in fact,
tripled sinnce 1980 but iss considered largely underesstimated (Aduugna, 2008; M
Myers 2011, 52). The high ra
ate of
rural-urbann migration acccounts for around forty perccent of this groowth (UN-Habitat, 2010).

Figuree 1. Asking for help at the chuurch entrance, central Addis Ababa (photoo by the author,, January 2013
3)
Addis Ababa was founded in 1886
Unlike maany other Africcan cities that bbear the signs of their coloniial heritage, A
by the Ethhiopian Emperror Menelik II who singlehaandedly chose this site for hiis court (Palenn, 1974). Being the
capital of the second moost populous ccountry in Africa and the maain administraative capital off the entire Affrican
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Union, Adddis Ababa prresents a hostt of foreign em
mbassies and the recently cconstructed H
Headquarters of the
African U
Union, a two-hhundred-millionn-dollar projeect donated byy the Chinese government, constructed by
y the
Chinese w
workers, and inaugurated in 22012. There aree also Addis A
Ababa Universiity founded in 1950 and currrently
enrolling fforty thousandd students, the National Musseum of Ethiopia founded inn 1958 as partt of the Institu
ute of
Archeologgy and exhibiiting the recoonstructed skeeleton of fam
mous Lucy, ouur three-millioon-year-old fe
emale
ancestor ddiscovered in Ethiopia,
E
and thhe Holy Trinitty Cathedral built to commeemorate the libberation of Eth
hiopia
from the Ittalian occupation during WW
WII and now tthe burial place of the last Ethiopian Empeeror Haile Sela
assie.
Reflectingg the country’’s religious siixty-forty perccent split betw
ween the Chrristians (the m
majority being
g the
Ethiopian Orthodox) andd the Muslims,, Addis Ababa exhibits a vasst variety of chhurches and moosques.

uary
Figure 2.. Informal busiinesses lining up one of the ccentral streets in Addis Ababba (photo by thhe author, Janu
2013)
Notwithstaanding this pub
ublicly displayeed splendor, thhe city’s anothher conspicuouus feature is a ssizeable numb
ber of
destitute ppeople, especiaally women andd children, beggging in the strreets and at evvery church entrance (Fig. 1)), and
multitudess of small informal businessees (Fig. 2). Giiven the naturee of the shadow
w economy, itt is very difficu
ult to
make a quuantitative asseessment of the size of inform
mal business in Addis Ababa; however, one of the few exiisting
sources haas estimated informal econnomy in Ethioopia to compprise 40.3 perrcent of the G
GNI in 1999/2000
(Schneiderr, 2002). Accoording to the UN-Habitat sstudies (2008, 2010), unem
mployment ratee among the city’s
c
residents rreaches thirty-one percent. Addis Ababaa is infamous for poor quaality housing, infrastructure
e and
sanitary ddevelopment with
w
estimatedd fifty-five ppercent of thee city residennts living in slums define
ed as
overcrowdded, below-staandard quality formal or infoormal housingg with inadequuate access to safe running water
w
and sanitattion, often linkked to econom
mic and social m
marginalizationn (Davis, 20077; UN-Habitat,, 2010).
African citties appear to be the most unnequal in the w
world, with thhe ever-increasing gap betweeen the rich and the
poor (UN--Habitat, 20100). The recentt poverty survvey in Ethiopia found that tthe Gini coeffficient, a statisstical
measure oof income distrribution ranginng from zero indicating a pperfect incomee equality to oone indicating total
inequality,, has increasedd between thee years 2000 and 2007 andd has reached a value of 0.47 in urban areas
compared to 0.27 in ruraal areas (Ali, 22011). Consum
mption Gini coeefficient in Adddis Ababa, acccording to the 2010
UN-Habitaat study, was in
i the 0.50-0.559 range betw
ween 1998 and 2007. Moreovver, Addis Abbaba appears to
o cap
the list off the most uneequal cities in the world aftter Johannesbuurg with sevenn other South African citiess and
Goiana wiith other six citties in Brazil ((UN-Habitat, 22010). In Addis Ababa’s centter, luxury villlas behind tall solid
walls toppped with barbed wire (Fig. 3)) intermingle w
with the blockks of slum houusing (Fig. 4) ppresenting the optic
evidence oof this inequaliity.
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Figure 3. Exclusive singgle family houuses in the Bole district, centtral Addis Ababba (photo by thhe author, Janu
uary
2013)

Bole district, ceentral Addis Abbaba (photo byy the author, Jaanuary 2013)
Figuure 4. Slum hoousing in the B
y
In all fairnness, Addis Abbaba has its groowing middle class, mostly small and meddium business owners and young
educated pprofessionals working
w
for intternational bussinesses and fiinancial services, whose arrivval is signaled
d by a
fast growtth of gated coommunities annd apartment high-rises. A
According to tthe African D
Development Bank,
B
thirty-fourr percent of African workforrce was earninng middle classs incomes in 2010 compareed to twenty-sseven
percent off Africans in 2000
2
(The Risee of Middle C
Class in Africaa, 2013). Of coourse, these nuumbers differ from
country too country, and the highest nuumbers of thee middle class income earneers are found nnot in Ethiopia but
either in N
North or Southh Africa; how
wever, in Addiss Ababa this ppresently smalll group of ressidents has alrready
29
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initiated thhe remarkablyy visible changges in the citysscape driving the increase in advertisemeent and demand for
pricey resttaurants and shhopping malls, purchasing luuxury cars andd apartments, aand creating thhe uplifting feeling
of unlimiteed possibilitiess and a momenntum for progrress.
3.2 Addis A
Ababa’s Urbann Slum Produccing Legacies
Most reseearch on urbannism in Africca was focuseed on the inffluence of thee colonial-era infrastructure
e and
governancce over urban processes.
p
Thuus, the urban arreas in Britishh, German, Duttch, Belgian, F
French, Portuguese,
and Italiann colonies were found to dispplay a significcant dichotomyy between coloonizer and coloonized zones and
a a
clear distinnction betweeen “modern” aand “traditionaal” cultures annd economies (Myers, 2011). However, Addis
A
Ababa preesents a challeenging case off urban slum pproduction as iit is falling ouut of a typical post-colonial slum
narrative. C
Contrary to the bifurcation tendency of moost African posst-colonial citiies, Addis Abaaba is more uniiform;
however, tthis uniformityy is expressed through a prevvalence of slum
ms. Accordiing to UN-Habbitat (2008), allmost
eighty-twoo percent of thhe urban population in Ethioopia lived in sslums in 2005,, a much higher slum population
incidence tthan the Sub-S
Saharan averagge of sixty-threee percent at thhat time.
Addis Abaaba, though foounded at the height of urban colonial deevelopment inn 1886, is an iindigenous Affrican
creation buuilt from scratcch due to the ddecision of Em
mperor Menelikk II to settle hiis court on thiss site (Palen, 1974).
Started as an army camppsite with scatttered sefers (ccamps) aroundd the emperor ’s palace, it haad fifteen thou
usand
permanentt residents by 1889 while stiill featuring tennts and temporary huts. Thee housing census of 1961 sho
owed
that most oof the residenttial dwellings iin the city werre of very poorr quality, with only 4.4 perceent of the build
dings
having stoone or concretee walls that aree better suitablle for the locall climate condditions. Addis A
Ababa is locatted at
the altitudee over 2,300 meters
m
(7,700 ffeet) above seaa level in a monsoon climate region. The combination off high
altitude annd rainy summ
mer season acccounts for suummer floods and relatively mild year-rround tempera
atures
ranging frrom 24°C (766°F) during thhe daytime too below 7°C (45°F) at nigght (Addis A
Ababa Climate and
Temperatuure, 2016). The housing survvey carried ouut in the early 1970s confirm
med that the m
majority of the
e city
residents llived in houses made of ccheca – a mixxture of earthh, straw, and water plastereed around vertical
eucalyptuss support polees, with mud flooring and no permanennt foundation (Palen, 1974)). These struc
ctures
provided oover forty perccent of the hoousing stock inn the city. Thee system of feeudal landownnership that ex
xisted
until 1974, the year marrking the end oof the last Ethiiopia’s Emperoor Haile Selasssie era, precluuded the city’s poor
from havinng access to laand. The resultt was an expannsion of inform
mal structures iintermingled w
with formal hou
using
of almost similarly poorr quality. That kind of resideential arrangem
ment may havve given rise too one of the la
argest
slum inciddences in Africca remaining thhe city’s long-llasting legacy until today.

Figure 5. Unfinished residential andd office buildinngs next to thee Bole Medhanne Alem Churcch, central Add
dis
Ababa (photo by the author, Jannuary 2013)
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While the legacies of urban land use and distribution during the Emperor Haile Selassie’s regime are still
tangible in Addis Ababa, the later command economy’s urban-shaping attributes can be also traced in today’s
Addis Ababa housing stock deficiencies. The Marxist, pro-Soviet military Derg government (the short name for
the Coordinating Committee of the Armed Forces, Police, and Territorial Army), which was in power from 1974
till 1987, nationalized all land and property including rental houses. The kebeles, urban housing associations,
served as low level administrative units that managed the housing stock. They, however, could not improve
access to residential housing due to the overarching government landownership system. Following the Soviet
Union footsteps, the centralized government cut rent by seventy percent that left little cash flow available for
maintenance and construction. As a result, even twenty years after the demise of the Derg government, over forty
percent of the former kebele houses needed replacement, and fifty to eighty percent of the remaining houses
were informal (UN-Habitat, 2008). Today, the Ethiopian government still owns land and grants rental rights to
the city residents. Twenty-nine percent of the formal dwellings have no separate room for cooking, and
thirty-four percent of the residents use water from frequently interrupted public taps (UN-Habitat, 2008). The
sanitation problem in Addis Ababa is one of the most acute as twenty-six percent of the formal houses (not
including informal slums) have no toilets, an existing sewage system is outdated and inadequate, and thirty-five
percent of the solid waste is never collected and thus dumped into ditches, rivers, roadsides, and other public
spaces (UN-Habitat, 2008).
One of the most striking features of the Addis Ababa cityscape today is the extent of buildings under
construction. The first impression is of a construction boom that suggests a positive dynamic momentum. At a
closer look, however, many of these construction sites are half-finished office and apartment buildings that do
not exhibit any signs of construction activity (Fig. 5). The Ethiopian government not only owns all land that is
leased to private enterprises for a ninety-nine-year period; it also regulates prices of construction materials and
company permits, access to financing and construction equipment. Private sector lending is restricted to short
term loans with high annual interest rates while initial investment is required to comprise at least thirty-five
percent of the estimated project’s cost (Tesfahunegn, 1999). These strict regulations have been the main reason
for the bulk of unfinished and often abandoned construction sites in Addis Ababa that create a peculiar
impression of the city being in a permanent state of construction in progress. The chronic deficit of the most
commonly used construction materials such as corrugated iron sheets and reinforced concrete slabs is an
additional factor that determines delays in construction. The only construction material that seems to be in good
supply is eucalyptus round wood used for scaffolding as well as for checa in low quality residential structures.
The demand for the eucalyptus wood material supports one of the most common types of informal activities in
the city usually carried out by women who can be seen hauling enormous piles of eucalyptus poles on their backs
from the surrounding woods.
Due to the abundance of unfinished construction sites, the city air is polluted with suspended construction
cement that poses a tangible health hazard, especially during dry winter months. Cement dust is mixed with
unrestricted car exhaust, the second hazardous component of the city’s air pollution due to the lack of exhaust
regulations and the prevalence of used outdated automobiles in the streets. Most taxi cabs in Addis Ababa,
popularly termed the “blue taxis”, are old models of Lada, low quality automobiles that were built in the Soviet
Union in cooperation with the Italian Fiat in the city of Tolyatti on the Volga River. Until recently, the city’s
public transportation demand was satisfied by the obsolete models of minivans, mostly former Soviet RAF once
manufactured in Latvia, or VW minivans, in equally bad shape. A ride in an overcrowded shared minivan-taxi is
cheap even by the Addis Ababa standards.
Of course, not all projects in Addis Ababa remain unfinished. Shanty houses in areas such as Kirkos, Lideta, Arat
Kilo, and Kazanchis have slowly started to give way to new apartment buildings. By 2012, one-hundred-forty
thousand new condominiums were built by the government. The major problem, reported by the city residents, is
the complete lack of infrastructure, such as sewage systems, paved roads, or green zones in the new housing
project areas (Mestika, 2012). The latest residential construction project in Addis Ababa is termed 40/60. This
project may produce better results as future residents will be asked to deposit forty percent of the house value in
advance with the remaining sixty percent to be covered by the government as a long term loan to residents. This
project, however, might be available only to the newly forming Addis Ababa middle class thus again leaving the
current slum residents behind.
Another example of a result-producing construction-in-progress is the first in Sub-Saharan Africa Addis Ababa
light rail, the initial two lines having opened in the fall of 2015 (Addis Ababa Light Rail, 2016). The construction
shut down traffic on all major city roads for at least four years but resulted in a seventeen-kilometer (eleven-mile)
line connecting Mercato, the main city market, and Meskel, the central square, with the industrial park in the south
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of the city, with the total of thirty-two stations on the way. The rail project was financed by the Export-Import Bank
of China and constructed by the China Railway Group company. It is currently operated by the Shenzhen Metro
Group (Addis Ababa Light Rail, 2016). Chinese capital today comprises the major investment inflow in Ethiopia,
both in transportation and manufacturing. While virtually all road construction projects are outsourced to the
Chinese companies, the largest industrial park south of metro Addis Ababa is also mainly represented by the
Chinese investment in Ethiopian leather and shoe manufacturing (Jobson, 2013).
3.3 Addis Ababa in the Context of Ethiopia’s Economic Transition
In 2007, for the first time in history, half of the world’s population was living in urban areas. In Sub-Saharan
Africa, the proportion of urban population is estimated to have risen from just ten percent in 1950 to over
thirty-five percent at the beginning of the twenty-first century (Leon, 2008). In absolute terms, Africa’s urban
population is projected to more than double, from 295 million in 2000 to 748 million in 2030 (Cohen, 2006).
Ethiopia, where still only nineteen percent of the population is urban (World Bank, 2015b), has been
progressively urbanizing too. Thus, the population of Addis Ababa experienced a 6.8 times increase between
1952 and 2007, the year of the latest population census. While the Addis Ababa residents made up only one
percent of the country’s population in 1952, they already comprised 3.7 percent of the total in 2007 (estimated
from Palen, 1974; The 2007 Population and Housing Census of Ethiopia, 2007). Addis Ababa is, in fact, one of
these contemporary cities where informal activities and slum production coexist with modernity and creativity. It
is usually the first impulse of a researcher to blame the historical vestiges of colonialism and oppression for our
modern pains. However, in order to better understand the challenges of the city’s contemporary development, the
scrutiny should be directed not only at the Ethiopia’s path-dependent housing legacies stemming from the
landownership systems of the imperial and Derg eras but also at today’s economic processes.
Ethiopia is a developing country that has been in transition from command to market economy since 1991, after
the abolition of the Soviet-backed Marxist-oriented Derg regime and the ousting of the dictator Mengistu who
fled to Zimbabwe. Although never formally colonized by any European power, Ethiopia experienced a relatively
short Italian occupation between 1939 and 1941. Today Ethiopia is a federal parliamentary republic headed by a
prime minister with the first democratic constitution adopted in 1995. The Ethiopian economy has experienced a
staggering average annual GDP growth rate of 10.8 percent over the last fifteen years, placing it among the ten
fastest growing economies in the world. In spite of this spectacular growth, Ethiopia is still one of the world’s
poorest countries, ranking two-hundred-eleventh out of two-hundred-twenty-nine countries based on its GDP per
capita and classified by the World Bank (2015a) as a low-income economy with $470 GNI (Gross National
Income) per capita. Over sixty-six percent of the Ethiopian population lives below $2 per day (World Bank,
2015b).
Since 1991, Ethiopia has come a long way from a command economy to a democratically-governed developing
country. Market reforms, however, have not been consistently successful in Ethiopia and have not equally
benefited the majority of the population, as reflected in its socio-economic indicators. While eighty-one percent
of the population is still rural, only forty-two percent of the rural population has access to clean water. The HDI
(Human Development Index), estimated as a complex statistical indicator combining income per capita with the
country’s educational level and life expectancy, is 0.442 on the scale from zero to one (List of Countries by
Human Development Index, 2016) that is low even by the development country standards though it had been
showing a steady improvement over the last several years (World Bank, 2015b). Why has not the extraordinarily
high GDP growth rate translated into poverty reduction over the last two decades? The explanations may lie in
Ethiopia’s development model which favors the service sector expansion at the expense of manufacturing and in
the inadequacies of the agricultural sector that still employs over eighty-five percent of the population but suffers
from political and environmental quagmires resulting in the increasing rural-urban migration and ensuing
overurbanization of the Ethiopia’s primate city.
Ethiopia’s agriculture, in spite of being the country’s major economic sector accounting for 46 percent of
Ethiopia’s GDP, is marred by the recurrent droughts, the prevalence of small plots, increased government
taxation on fertilizers, and lack of technological innovations. Coffee, the major agricultural cash crop in Ethiopia,
has seen highly volatile prices with a tendency of decrease in the last decade. One of the major problems is
Ethiopia’s land tenure laws. All land is state-owned and individual families must pay annual governmental tax on
using land for farming. Each successive generation of male descendants obtains parcels of land from their
parents thus gradually decreasing the overall size of plots for each family (Hunnes, 2012a). Decreasing plot size
alongside increasing land and fertilize input taxation and shortage of rainfall are the major drivers of rural-urban
migration in Ethiopia. According to the latest survey of low-skilled laborers in Addis Ababa who had migrated
from the rural areas (Hunnes, 2012b), the most commonly cited reasons for migration were inability to grow
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enough food or other agricultural products from their small plots and the need for more money and job
opportunities. Unequal access to and inefficiency of such government programs as the Productive Safety Net
Program (PSNP) designed to protect the poorest rural families during the times of droughts and other hardships,
was also cited as one of the reasons for economic migration to the city. Unskilled and often illiterate rural
migrants arriving in Addis Ababa usually find temporary low wage laborer jobs as shoe shiners, concession and
lottery ticket sellers, and car washers, or resolve to begging in the streets, generally losing the community
support they used to have in their villages (Hunnes, 2012b).
Ethiopia’s service industries represented by the largest and the most successful airline in Africa, Ethiopian
Airlines, and a fast-growing financial sector, account for forty-three percent of the GDP share; however, this
value-adding activity has not resulted in a significant job creation. According to the same statistics, forty-three
percent of the GDP value is created by only ten percent of the workforce. Ethiopia’s service sector lacks such
essential ingredients as a well-integrated domestic market, skilled labor force, and quality infrastructure
necessary to be globally competitive in the areas of financial services or tourism (Ali, 2011) that today have
become the major job creating agents in many developing countries. As it has been observed in other developing
countries, service economy leads to social stratification and the increasing gap between the rich and the poor
(Yeh et al., 2015).
The stunted job creation spurred by the service-driven growth model may also be the result of an extremely low
level of foreign direct investment (FDI) accounting for only 0.8 percent of the country’s Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). FDI in Africa has gone from $15 billion in 2002 to $37 billion in 2006 and $46 billion in 2012; however,
most of the capital inflows went to Northern and Western African countries (A Hopeful Continent, 2013). Ethiopia,
while fundamentally dependent on import of most manufactured goods, has been largely excluded from the flow of
global FDI (Reinert, 2007; World Bank, 2015b). Though Ethiopia did experience a significant FDI inflow increase
since 1992 starting literally from a zero after the collapse of the pro-communist Derg regime, the annual capital
investment in Ethiopia has been measured not in millions but in thousands of dollars. In contrast, the capital
inflows to most of the fast developing export-oriented economies of East-, South-, and Southeast Asia have been
thousands or even millions of times higher. Thus, while Ethiopian accumulated FDI as of 2013 was a meager $4.37
million, China accumulated $574 billion, India $191 billion, and Vietnam $78 billion (Ethiopia, 2016).
There are several possible reasons for the low FDI inflows in Ethiopia. One of the reasons is education poverty,
especially primary education completion rate that, in spite of the long-term upward trend, remains below average
for Sub-Saharan Africa (Reinert, 2007). Low educational level generally translates into lack of management
skills and, consequentially, lack of human capacity to absorb FDI (Henze, 2003). Governmental policies of
protectionism, an underdeveloped banking system subject to political pressure, and overarching bureaucracy and
corruption are other commonly cited reasons that preclude international companies from investing in the
Ethiopian economy (Henze, 2003; Robertson, 2009). The prevalence of small businesses, mostly consisting of
sole proprietors, partnerships, or privately held corporations is not conducive to a massive foreign direct
investment inflow (Robertson, 2009).
4. Discussion: Past Dependence Is Not a Destiny After All
Scholarship on urbanism in the developing world usually revolves around the marginalization of the poor as a
result of the colonial path dependence and in the conditions of globalization of the world economy. Urbanization
in Addis Ababa, however, defies many accepted canons by stemming from independent non-colonial
development and almost two decades of the command economy. Ethiopia, while having finally joined the global
economy, still lacks the same level of foreign investment and manufacturing as many other developing countries
have achieved. The parallel urbanization traits in developing country cities on all continents represented by high
slum incidence, growing income and consumption inequality, poor infrastructure, and hazardous pollution levels,
may or may not be the result of market expansion and globalization or colonial past. The convergence of these
attributes today recounted and analyzed in all large and medium cities of the developing world calls for finding a
common denominator underlying this convergent development. This common denominator is more likely to be
poor governance in the conditions of autocratic administration (be it the Emperor, the military socialism-oriented
regime, or a corrupt ruling-party autocracy), resulting in lack of investment in public sphere and, too often, lack
of interest in doing so due to shifting economic priorities to militarization and self-gratification. One exception to
this pattern has been described in China where the ruling party, while having the power to control the flow of
rural migrants into the largest cities, has been providing incentives to place industries in the rural areas thus
managing to avoid the process of overurbanization, often referred to as “pseudo-urbanization” (Yeh et al., 2015).
Managing urban growth in Africa has become one of the most urgent challenges of the twenty-first century that
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has been made evident by the recent African Economic Outlook 2016 report released by the African
Development Bank Group focusing on the issues of structural transformations in sustainable cities (African
Economic Outlook, 2016). The Ethiopian economic momentum presents an opportunity to eradicate or at least to
reduce urban poverty while the main challenges lie in the lack of urban jobs and capital investment necessary for
urban projects. The Ethiopian government has demonstrated an undisputable leadership and determination by
almost unilaterally subsidizing the construction of the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD) on the Blue
Nile, the largest hydropower project in Africa. The GERD is funded by the government bonds with additional
$1.8 billion in turbines and associated equipment financed by the Chinese banks. The GERD is the centerpiece
of the government’s proclaimed goal to “lift the population at large out of poverty before 2025” (Veilleux, 2013,
5). The dam has become part of Ethiopia’s emerging mood of uplifting optimism and momentum which are
expected to unify the country through economic development (Meredith & Givental, 2016). Unfortunately,
capital is scarce for less grandiose projects such as residential and urban infrastructure investment. Some signs of
the Addis Ababa urban improvements are visible in the arrival of the first light rail lines, and the growth, though
often stunted, of residential and office buildings. Ethiopia’s service-driven model of development creates much
fewer jobs than any known industrialization model, be it import substitution or export-oriented development.
While the former model requires a larger, better developed domestic market than is present in Ethiopia today, the
latter model entails governmental promotion of foreign direct investment inflows. Ethiopia’s agricultural
inefficiency and outdated land tenure laws serve as push factors for rural-urban migration thus exacerbating
Addis Ababa’s need for job creation.
This study attempts to find the relationships between the historical legacies, contemporary economic path, and
current urban issues. With the evidence of a long-lasting connection between the earlier landownership systems
and the production of slums in Addis Ababa, the lingering question of why Ethiopia’s exemplary consistent GDP
growth rate over the last decade has not translated into poverty reduction still exists. The examination of the
latest economic developments reveals the lack of capital investment and insufficient manufacturing job creation
as the main culprits of poor urban infrastructure and restricted housing construction progress in the capital city.
While investigating the reasons for the government’s inability or unwillingness to attract significant amounts of
FDI was out of the scope of this study, the available data indicate the link to the government’s protectionist
policies and control over the financial system. Some other reasons may include administrative corruption as the
leftover of the command economy, lack of economic freedoms resulting from the direct state control, lack of
human capacity due to the low educational level of the majority of population, and network of small businesses
that are unable to attract large capital inflows. While these FDI entry barriers keep most foreign investors at bay,
the largest capital inflow arrives from the Chinese government and Chinese private companies that have been
aggressively investing in African manufacturing and infrastructure development without creating sufficient
amount of local jobs or transferring much of technology or know-how (Adem, 2012, 152).
Successful urban management is a complex task that can be resolved only by prudent capital investment in the
conditions of transparent and efficient governance. The three pillars of urbanism are education, housing, and
infrastructure development; however, they cannot be achieved without long-term planning, efficient economic
policies, and momentum. Addis Ababa’s urban development process has created a city in constant redefinition, a
city of modernity as well as of poverty. Everyone who visits Addis Ababa feels the excitement of this momentum
followed by the disappointment of inertia and inefficiency. The convergence of Addis Ababa’s urban attributes
with those of many post-colonial African cities suggests an evident link between urban production of poverty
and inefficient governance resulting in lack of investment in public education, housing and infrastructure. While
unprecedented economic growth creates a positive uplifting momentum for Ethiopia, it should create conditions
for its capital city to fight poverty through increased investment in residential construction, equal education
opportunities, promotion of foreign investment, and creation of manufacturing jobs. New country-wide and
city-specific urban policies are essential for completing these tasks.
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